
Nicole’s story.
It was her only chance to live. Nicole had already endured seven rounds of 
chemotherapy, but she was losing her fight with leukemia. The damage 
to her cells was taking its toll. Then an emerging immunotherapy called 
CAR-T (Chimeric Antigen Receptor) offered new hope. And 28 days later, 
Nicole’s cancer was in remission. 

When a life like hers hangs in the balance, who can you trust to deliver 
these engineered, irreplaceable cells?

The promise of immunotherapies such as CAR-T, TCR and others 
is here today. And so are the logistical challenges. Like Nicole’s 
cells before CAR-T therapy, the immunotherapy supply chain wasn’t 
functioning as it should — until now. Two industry leaders have come 
together to upset the status quo and create a better way.

You’ve just heard Nicole’s story. Now, come hear ours.

Delivering hope
How Cardinal Health and MNX Global  
Logistics collaborate to strengthen the cellular  
immunotherapy supply chain.



“When you consider 
the impact on life that 
these therapies can 
have, wouldn’t you want 
professional, uniformed 
couriers delivering them 
every time?”
Larry Glasscock 
Senior Vice President,  
MNX Global Logistics

How CAR-T cell therapy works

T-cells are extracted from the patient’s blood, shipped to a manufacturing facility, and engineered 
to better target and fight cancer. Then, the cells are shipped back to the provider for injection into 
the patient. 

Protecting the chain of identity and custody during the shipments to and from the manufacturer  
is critical to the therapy’s success. 

“There are too many 
things that can go wrong. 
For manufacturers and 
providers, it’s the fear  
of the unknown.”
Wanda Opdyke 
Global Account Manager,  
MNX Global Logistics

Confronting the challenge

Nicole is but one of many thousands of patients who demonstrate that 
fragile, patient-specific cellular immunotherapies such as CAR-T require 
coordinated, well-controlled logistics solutions. According to Scott 
Oppenheim, Director, Supply Chain for PCT, a Hitachi Group company:

“Transportation has to be considered a unique challenge for cell 
therapies. Logistical considerations for a refrigerated supply chain 
of short dated or cryopreserved products can significantly impact 
COGS. Cell therapy developers will need a logistics scheduling 
system to manage the collection, shipment, processing and 
shipment back to the healthcare site to ensure the critical attributes 
of the incoming and outgoing materials are maintained. The 
courier chosen must have the ability to deliver these time- and 
temperature-sensitive products in a safe, consistent manner.” 

Indeed, chain of identity and chain of custody management are key  
with immunotherapy logistics and require accurate and consistent tracking 
to ensure the right product is delivered to the right healthcare site and 
patient on time. “The urgency is clear,” said Joey Petrucci, RPh, BCNP, 
Director of Pharmacy Technology at Cardinal Health Nuclear & Precision 
Health Solutions. “It’s a huge benefit for manufacturers to work with a 
logistics expert that consistently delivers time-sensitive products within  
a 15-minute window.”

“Autologous products are invaluable,” added Craig Osipiak, Supply Chain 
Manager for PCT. “You can’t just make another one, so you must always 
know where the product is, where it’s going and when it will get there.  
In fact, the criticality of the product is more important than its cost.  
So as a manufacturer, we want accuracy, traceability and timeliness  
of delivery. Plus, a strong chain of communication across the delivery 
network, so we can resolve issues quickly.” 

Achieving these goals requires not only a reliable supply chain from 
manufacturer to patient, but also trained, professional couriers who  
convey confidence among all stakeholders. “The value of having a 
professional courier network can’t be overstated,” said Ken Ying,  
Director of Marketing for MNX Global Logistics. 
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Overcoming “the fear of the unknown”

Historically, there has been incomplete ownership and a lack of 
standardization across this complex care delivery continuum.

“There are too many things that can go wrong,” said Wanda Opdyke,  
Global Account Manager for MNX Global Logistics. “For manufacturers  
and providers, it’s the fear of the unknown.”

Olga Koper, PhD agrees. As the Senior Director of Business Development  
for Cardinal Health Nuclear & Precision Health Solutions, she confirms  
that “the largest gap we need to fill is inconsistency across the supply  
chain. Personalized products need personalized tracking.” Without it,  
the consequences could be life threatening.

“In the past, we’ve seen horror stories of shipments being delivered  
to a house, instead of the hospital,” Osipiak said. “As a result, a  
potentially lifesaving treatment is delayed.” The choice of couriers  
can create issues as well. “The courier is the face of our company, and  
we’ve seen less-than-professional drivers whose appearance and  
behavior fail to instill confidence.” 

The combination of sick patients, fragile products — and the potential 
for logistics issues and human error — can all add up to compromised 
outcomes and higher costs. What can the immunotherapy  
community do to overcome these issues? 

Defining the need

“As an industry, we have to start thinking ‘beyond the box,’’’ Ying 
said. “Cellular immunotherapies such as CAR-T and TCR could be a cancer 
patient’s last best chance — or hope for more quality of life. Don’t these 
patients deserve a better supply chain to ensure these therapies have  
every opportunity to help?”

The call to action is as clear as it is daunting: create a true end-
to-end solution that closes the gap in the care continuum from 
manufacturer origin to patient dose administration.

“By a true end-to-end solution, we mean delivering all the way to the 
hospital department, not just dropping off at the loading dock. And that’s 
just the beginning of what’s required,” Koper said. “Just as important, we 
need complete transparency and tracking throughout the process, so 
we can remedy any issues as they arise. To accomplish that, we must 
standardize the entire supply chain and reduce variation in the number  
of organizations and people handling each shipment. At the same time,  
the solution should be flexible, so manufacturers can configure the 
technology platform as needed.”

From a manufacturer’s standpoint, this supply chain solution must 
accomplish several specific goals, according to Osipiak. “Most importantly, 
manufacturers want traceability, followed by timeliness and a strong chain 
of communication to resolve any issues.” He explained that — with so many 
logistical points along the supply chain — manufacturers and providers 
alike want greater visibility, driven by real-time data analytics.

“Manufacturers want 
traceability, followed by 
timeliness and a strong 
chain of communication 
to resolve any issues 
along the supply chain.”
Craig Osipiak 
Supply Chain Manager,
PCT, A Hitachi Group company

“By a true end-to-end 
solution, we mean  
delivering all the way to  
the hospital department, 
not just dropping off at  
the loading dock. And  
that’s just the beginning  
of what’s required.”
Olga Koper 
Senior Director, Business Development 
Cardinal Health
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That was the challenge, and 
opportunity, that brought 
Cardinal Health and MNX  
Global Logistics together —  
to fill this supply chain gap 
and create the reliable logistics 
solution that manufacturers  
and providers need.



Creating the solution

The Cardinal Health and MNX Global Logistics collaboration closes the  
gaps in the care delivery continuum from origin to patient infusion. 

For manufacturers, the collaboration helps:

• Increase market access and the ability to scale rapidly

• Improve patient throughput

• Reduce financial risk

• Increase supply chain standardization, to boost confidence

• Optimize resources

“I like that this solution has an established network of nuclear pharmacies 
that already deliver to the patient’s bedside,” Osipiak said. “And there are 
professional, trained employee drivers — not random third-party couriers  
or overnight delivery vans rolling up in front of the hospital.”

Ying added, “This is a technology-powered, data-driven solution from 
one end of the immunotherapy supply chain to the other. As important 
as technology is to the solution, so is experience. While the field of 
immunotherapy may be emerging, the root logistics expertise required  
is well established at MNX Global Logistics and Cardinal Health. We’re  
both best-in-class at transporting time- and temperature-sensitive  
products designed to save lives.”

In fact, the genesis of the solution was more than 20 years ago, when 
Cardinal Health began tagging autologous white blood cells for patient 
studies. “We created a ‘beginning-to-bedside’ solution where the patient 
was part of the supply chain,” Petrucci said. “Now, we’ve combined our 
experience with MNX’s to create a true, vein-to-vein interoperability 
platform, with complete visibility and professional couriers hand  
delivering these lifesaving therapies.”

Cardinal Health

• Nearly 100 years managing the business of 
healthcare and improving the lives of patients.

• Nation’s largest nuclear pharmacy network of 
more than 130 sites, delivering to 95 percent 
of U.S. hospitals within 3 hours and with 99.9 
percent on-time reliability.

“As important as technology 
is to the solution, so is 
experience. While the field 
of immunotherapy may be 
emerging, the root logistics 
expertise is well established 
at MNX Global Logistics and 
Cardinal Health.”
Ken Ying 
Director of Marketing,
MNX Global Logistics

“We’ve combined our 
experience with MNX’s to 
create a true, vein-to-vein 
interoperability platform, 
with complete visibility  
and professional couriers 
hand delivering these 
lifesaving therapies.”
Joey Petrucci, RPh, BCNP 
Director,  
Pharmacy Technology,  
Nuclear & Precision Health Solutions,
Cardinal Health
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A unique collaboration to close the gaps in the immunotherapy supply chain.

MNX Global Logistics

• Specialist transportation and logistics 
provider serving 190 countries and 500+ 
cities worldwide. 

• Complete suite of cold-chain services, 
technology-enabled proactive monitoring 
for on-time delivery, and shipment 
intervention to preserve product integrity.



The face you can trust to deliver the 
products that may save a life.
Uniformed, professional couriers with employee 
name tags deliver every dose from the 
manufacturer to the point of care.
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How we deliver

Consistency and confidence

White-glove  
service

National delivery 
network

We offer a true end-to-end solution in many ways:

National delivery network with on-time performance
A national network combined with integrated and configurable 
technologies helps ensure the right product is safely delivered to the 
right place at the right time. This gives manufacturers unprecedented 
market access and the ability to rapidly scale.

• Cardinal Health: Dedicated fleet of 1,200+ vehicles and 1,600+ 
employee healthcare couriers.

• MNX Global Logistics: Global network of employee couriers  
and service partners.

• 24/7 call center: A live, dedicated agent is always as close as  
your phone (without having to navigate a phone tree).

White-glove service builds confidence
Professional, uniformed drivers wearing ID badges hand deliver 
every dose to the person administering it. That way, the dose isn’t 
compromised as it sits unattended on a hospital loading dock.

Each driver is carefully screened and extensively trained in:

• Security awareness, as required by the U.S. Department of 
Transportation.

• HIPAA, pertaining to privacy and security.

• Biohazardous waste training.

• Radiation safety and safe handling practices, consistent  
with federal and state guidelines.

Actionable 
intelligence

FlexibilityComplete supply 
chain management

Deep  
expertise



True end-to-end solution

Transportation process with integrated technology

Order is received via 
web services.

Driver is dispatched  
to customer location.

Accutrac™ geo fencing 
verifies driver is at 
correct facility. Driver 
scans customer NFC 
tag to confirm correct 
department, scans 
container ID to verify 
correct patient product, 
and obtains customer 
signature on tablet.

Driver transports 
container to air carrier  
at local airport.

Accutrac™ geo fencing 
verifies driver is at correct 
air carrier. Driver scans 
container ID to verify 
correct patient product, 
and obtains air carrier 
signature on tablet.

Patient SiteMNX

Isotrac

2 3 4 5
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Actionable intelligence
Integrated technology is at the heart of this solution, grounded  
in configurable IT solutions that provide end-to-end visibility 
and real-time alerts. 

• Robust mobile delivery technology helps ensure on-time and 
accurate delivery.

• Proactive 24/7 monitoring technology tracks every shipment 
so we can resolve issues urgently to help protect product 
integrity and ensure on-time delivery.

• State-of-the-art, smart sensor technology sends a digital 
“ping” in real time whenever a temperature exclusion occurs, 
so we can work to bring it back to an acceptable range. This 
is a proven technology used on more than 75,000 shipments 
and counting.

Deep expertise
As an industry leader for autologous blood cell labeling, we provide 
doses for more than 20,000 patient studies annually. This includes 
acquiring and transporting the patient’s whole blood to our facility, 
separating and radiolabeling the autologous cells, resuspending 
them in plasma and transporting them back to the infusion center. 
All using our proven and trusted chain of custody platform.

Complete supply chain management
Store, precondition and distribute cold-chain packaging and 
ancillaries via MNX Global Logistics warehousing depots and 
Cardinal Health nuclear pharmacies.

Flexibility
The choices are all yours, including how you want to configure  
the technology platform and which shipper you use. 

Accutrac™ Accutrac™



Proactive monitoring 
of flight to destination 
airport. Driver is 
dispatched to air  
carrier for pick-up.

Accutrac™ geo fencing 
verifies driver is at correct 
air carrier. Driver scans 
container ID to verify 
correct patient product, 
and obtains air carrier 
signature on tablet.

Driver transports 
container to 
manufacturer.

Accutrac™ geo fencing 
verifies driver is at correct 
facility. Driver scans NFC 
tag to confirm correct 
manufacturer drop off 
location, scans container 
ID to verify correct 
patient product, and 
obtains proof-of-delivery 
signature on tablet.

* Reverse flow for delivery back to healthcare provider with Accutrac™ geo fencing, electronic Near Field Communication 
(NFC) tag location scanning, container scanning, and signature for chain of custody.

Confident chain  
of custody

MNX’s transportation 
management  
system seamlessly 
connects with the 
Cardinal Health  
proof-of-delivery 
application 
(Accutrac™) — as  
well as any applicable 
airline or partner 
systems — to ensure 
a full custody and 
controlled view of the 
entire shipment.

Manufacturer

6 7 8 9
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Delivering the future
What can manufacturers do to serve the needs of 
the clinical trial market today and fulfill the promise  
of commercializing immunotherapies in the future? 

Closing the gaps in the immunotherapy supply 
chain is the next step forward. The solution is  
here, and Cardinal Health and MNX stand ready  
to support manufacturers everywhere, as you  
lead the way.

For more information, visit  
nps.info.cardinalhealth.com/cellulartherapylogistics

“This is a hot topic in our 
industry. Who can get to  
100 percent of what is 
needed — including legal and 
regulatory requirements, a 
reliable technology platform 
and portal that are easy 
to use, and a relationship 
that instills confidence? 
The Cardinal Health and 
MNX collaboration is both 
encouraging and comforting.”
Craig Osipiak 
Supply Chain Manager, 
PCT, A Hitachi Group company

Accutrac™ Accutrac™
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About Cardinal Health

Cardinal Health, Inc. is a global, integrated healthcare services and products company, 
providing customized solutions for hospitals, healthcare systems, pharmacies, 
ambulatory surgery centers, clinical laboratories and physician offices worldwide. The 
company provides clinically proven medical products, pharmaceuticals and cost-
effective solutions that enhance supply chain efficiency from hospital to home. To 
help combat prescription drug abuse, the company and its education partners created 
Generation Rx, a national drug education and awareness program. Backed by nearly 
100 years of experience, with approximately 50,000 employees in nearly 60 countries, 
Cardinal Health ranks #14 on the Fortune 500. 

About MNX Global Logistics

MNX Global Logistics is a premium global provider of specialized, expedited 
transportation and logistics services. Clients include multinational leaders in the 
biopharmaceutical, life sciences, medical device, aviation and entertainment 
industries. These organizations rely on MNX’s exceptional record of transporting 
critical items around the world. MNX serves over 190 countries, including key 
North American, Asia Pacific, South American and EMEA markets with services that 
include dedicated hand-carries, next-flight-out, inventory management, fulfillment 
operations and 4PL services management.


